ABET LAMINATI
High pressure PLASTIC LAMINATES on the cutting edge of color and style, available in hundreds of colors, finishes, and designs, including Tefor, the first entirely recycled laminate. Italian design at its finest.
WWW.ABETLAMINATI.COM

ACCUSPRAY/3M
Spray paint equipment designed for the effective, efficient, economical application of paints, adhesives, coatings, and finishes. The product line includes the innovative PPS - Paint Preparation System, and ergonomically designed SPRAY GUNS, which produce high finish quality with absolute control and very low overspray, and are reliable, durable, and cost little to maintain.
WWW.3M.COM

AMANA TOOL
An industry leader for more than 35 years. Amana Tool specializes in solid carbide, carbide insert, and carbide-tipped cutting tools, including ROUTER BITS, metric boring bits, SAW BLADES, and shaper cutters.
WWW.AMANATOOL.COM

AMERICAN DOOR & DRAWER
Thermal foil DOORS, drawer fronts, and mouldings, available in a wide range of colors and styles.
WWW.AMERICANDDINC1.COM

BLUM FUNCTIONAL HARDWARE
A leading innovator and manufacturer of functional hardware for kitchen cabinets and commercial case goods, featuring sophisticated technology, perfection in motion, elegant design, and simple assembly and adjustment. Blum specializes in CONCEALED HINGES, lift systems, and drawer runner systems, in addition to manufacturing solutions for organizing the contents of drawers.
WWW.BLUM.COM

BRUSHY CREEK CUSTOM DOORS
An affordable source for high quality CABINET DOORS and components, offering a broad selection of doors, drawers, and mouldings, available in wood and RTF (thermal foil).
WWW.BCCDOORS.COM

JOHN BOOS & CO.
The number one supplier of solid BUTCHER BLOCK kitchen countertops. Other products include cutting boards, specialty butcher block furniture, and stainless steel countertops.
WWW.JOHNBOOS.COM

CANPLAST
A leader in premium quality PVC EDGEBANDING, featuring computer-matched solid colors, woodgrains, and patterns.
WWW.CANPLAST.COM
CHEMETAL / TREEFROG
Chemetal is a selection of over 100 decorative high pressure METALLIC LAMINATE finishes and metal laminate designs, available on phenolic backers, HPL backers, and as solid metal. Treefrog Veneer is a complete selection of approximately 50 beautiful real WOOD VENEER LAMINATES. An environmentally responsible company, Treefrog is a member of 1% For The Planet and practices sustainable forestry.
WWW.CHEMETALCO.COM | WWW.TREEFROGVENEER.COM

COMPX ERGONOMX
Highly engineered ergonomic products and components for the office, including KEYBOARD TRAYS, flat panel mounts, and CPU holders.
WWW.COMPXERGONOMX.COM

CUSTOM PLASTICS
Plastic wire GROMMETS and wire management products.
WWW.CUSTOMPLASTICSINC.COM

DAP
Reliable, long-lasting caulks, sealants, and adhesives, including WELDWOOD CONTACT CEMENT, woodworkers glue, construction adhesive, acrylic latex and acrylic latex plus silicone caulk, and PHENOSEAL adhesive caulk.
WWW.DAP.COM

DEERWOOD FASTENERS
The leading supplier of high quality fasteners manufactured exclusively for woodworking applications. Products include hinge and hardware SCREWS, zip drivers, and face frame screws.
WWW.DEERWOOD.COM

EDGEMATE
Quality WOOD VENEER EDGEBANDING products, including veneer and prefinished edgebanding with an extensive inventory of species and hot-melt adhesives.
WWW.EDGEMATE.COM

ELEMENT DESIGNS
Manufacturer of innovative, high quality ALUMINUM FRAME CABINET DOORS for the kitchen and bath, commercial, hospitality, and retail industries. Products include °eluma aluminum frame LED shelves and panels, Green Series aluminum frame cabinet doors, and high gloss solid surface PARAPAN doors.
WWW.ELEMENT-DESIGNS.COM

EPCO
Decorative and functional hardware for commercial and residential applications, including handles and knobs, catches and latches, and sliding door track.
WWW.EPCOHARDWARE.COM

FASCO
Manufacturer of a broad array of STAPLES and brads engineered for pneumatic guns.
WWW.FASCOAMERICA.COM

FASTCAP
A vast array of innovative products and TOOLS for professional cabinetmakers and woodworkers, including FASTCAPS (attractive self-adhesive screw cap covers), Fastedge (peel and stick PVC, wood veneer, or metallic edgebanding), pocket chisels, staple setters, and many more.
WWW.FASTCAP.COM
FORMWOOD
Manufacturer of over 100 domestic and exotic WOOD VENEER species, featuring hardwood veneer products such as NBL (No Black Line), pressure sensitive adhesive, and DuraBack laminate, and architectural panels on particleboard, veneer core, and MDF.
WWW.FORMWOOD.COM

U.S. FUTABA, INC.
Quality products, including Dynaslide precision BALL BEARING SLIDES, functional hardware (including pull-out swivels and shelf supports), and CLOSET solutions (including rods, lifts, drawers, and pull-outs).
WWW.USFUTABA.COM

FUTURA INDUSTRIES
High quality, custom aluminum extrusions, including ALUMINUM MOULDINGS AND TRIM for displays and fixtures and TSLOTS, an aluminum extrusion product designed for faster and easier assembly.
WWW.FUTURAIND.COM | WWW.TSLOTS.COM

GERSON
State-of-the-art shop equipment, including RESPIRATORS, tack cloths, and high quality PAINT STRAINERS.
WWW.GERSONCO.COM

HELMITIN ADHESIVES
Comprehensive adhesive solutions, including CONTACT CEMENT, wood glue, and cold press glue.
WWW.HELMITINADHESIVES.COM

HERA
The leading manufacturer of LED, fluorescent, and halogen LIGHTING systems for furniture, cabinet, and display. Products are unique, stylishly designed, and on the leading edge of today's lighting technology.
WWW.HERALIGHTING.COM

LARSEN + SHAW
A leading manufacturer of continuous/PIANO HINGES in stainless, steel, aluminum, galvanized, and brass material.
WWW.LARSENHINGE.COM

LIBERTY HARDWARE
Featuring high quality cabinet hardware (PULLS AND KNOBS), combining the finest materials and finishing techniques with exquisite detailing.
WWW.LIBERTYHARDWARE.COM

MOHAWK FINISHING PRODUCTS
The leading manufacturer and distributor of professional wood TOUCH-UP, repair, and finishing products, including ultra penetrating dye STAIN, wiping wood stain, lacquers and sealers, markers, and touch-up sticks. Mohawk's waterborne FINISHING SYSTEM is an environmentally friendly alternative to solvents.
WWW.MOHAWK-FINISHING.COM

NATIONAL CABINET LOCK
A broad line of pin tumbler products, providing security required for complicated key schedules, as well as disc tumbler LOCKS, used for more simple keying requirements and available at a lower cost.
WWW.COMPX.COM/NATIONAL.HTML
NEVAMAR HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATES
Innovative high pressure plastic laminate products, available in a wide range of solid colors and patterns, that provide value, versatility, and creative vision. The line features the exclusive ARP (Armored Protection) technology that keeps Nevamar surfaces looking new for years and years.
WWW.NEVAMAR.COM/NEVAMAR

OLYMPUS LOCK
A leading manufacturer of easily rekeyable, pin tumbler drawer and cabinet door locks designed for a wide range of commercial and institutional applications.
WWW.OLYMPUS-LOCK.COM

ORNAMENTAL PRODUCTS
The world's leading supplier of decorative components for fine furniture and cabinetry manufacturers, featuring hand-carved wooden corbels, ornaments, eight-foot mouldings, and more.
WWW.ORNAPROD.COM

PRACTICAL PRODUCTS
Industrial quality hand and power tools designed for the laminate, woodworking, and flooring trades, including plastic-cut files, which cut faster, easier, and last longer than ordinary files.
WWW.PRACTICALPRODS.COM

REV-A-SHELF STORAGE SYSTEMS
The world's largest manufacturer of fine functional kitchen/closet storage organizing products, including lazy susans, waste containers, door mount organizers, and pantry pull-outs. Product lines are available in wood, chrome, and white; the new bamboo collection features environmentally friendly products made of solid bamboo.
WWW.REV-A-SHELF.COM

RICHWOOD INDUSTRIES, INC.
Manufacturers of PolyBak (extremely flexible, moisture resistant, paintable backing sheets and rolls available in several strengths). PolyBak is greenGUARD certified.
WWW.RICHWOODIND.COM

ROCKFORD PROCESS CONTROL (RPC)
A leader in the manufacturing of casework hardware, featuring the institutional casework hinge line, which includes 5-knuckle hinges with hospital tips.
WWW.ROCKFORDPROCESS.COM

SCHULTE
Manufacturers of heavy duty white epoxy coated steel shelf standards / uprights and brackets.
WWW.SCHULTESTORAGE.COM

STABILUS
Manufacturers of lift-o-mat gas springs for convenient cabinet access, with applications in medical and rehab technology and the furniture industry.
WWW.STABILUS.COM
SUGATSUNE
High quality decorative and functional CABINET / BUILDERS HARDWARE for health care and other applications, featuring stainless steel drawer slides and hinges, soft-closing lid stays, and closet hardware.
WWW.SUGATSUNE.COM

SUNGOLD ABRASIVES
Coated ABRASIVE PRODUCTS, including a full line of sanding belts, sheets, discs, and blocks, hi-flex pads, silicone carbide PSA rolls, and related products.
WWW.SUNGOLDABRASIVES.COM

TIMBERLINE LOCK
High quality LOCKS and locking mechanisms for the wood furniture and cabinet industries. All locks feature removable cores for easy replacement and can be keyed alike or differently.
WWW.COMPX.COM/TIMBERLINE.HTML

TRESCO
A leader in the LIGHTING industry, featuring halogen overcounter track lighting systems, fluourescent and halogen Pockit lighting, and premium LED lighting.
WWW.TRESCOINTERNATIONAL.COM

TRIMACO PAINTING SUPPLIES
One-stop shopping for all your preparation, protection, and cleaning needs. Products include all-cotton painters’ RAGS, One Tuff Wiping Cloths, and disposable BLUE NITRILE GLOVES.
WWW.TRIMACO.COM

VALENDRAWERS
Finished DRAWERS made to your specifications, available in solid beech, birch plywood, and white and maple PVC, with dovetail, chuck and bore, and dowel and bore joinery.
WWW.VALENDARWERS.COM

WOODTAPE
North America’s leading supplier of PVC EDGEBANDING.
WWW.DOELLKEN-WOODTAPE.COM

OTHER ITEMS
Other items we carry include COMMODITY LAMINATE, polyurethane DOOR BUMPERS, METRIC DRILL BITS, and metal and plastic SHELF SUPPORTS. We also source a wide variety of functional and decorative hardware products.